Manitoba’s Golden Boy

By Andy DeJarlis

DeJarlis played it with lots of drones and/or double stops. Listen to the recording (link below).

A tune by well-known Métis fiddler Andy DeJarlis (1914-1975). DeJarlis was originally from Manitoba (in central Canada); later he also lived and played in Vancouver and Montreal. You can hear him playing it here, at about 122 bpm: www.youtube.com/watch?v=OWs7V447sug.

Wikipedia says "The Golden Boy (official name Eternal Youth) is a statue perched facing north on the dome of the Manitoba Legislative Building in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, and it is arguably Manitoba’s best known symbol."

Transcribed from the above recording, arranged and typeset in ABC Plus by Pete Showman; r1: 5/7/2018. (Rev. 2, text changes only: 1/18/2019.)